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Fused filament fabrication (FFF) is an extrusion-based additive manufacturing (AM) technology mostly used to produce

thermoplastic parts. FFF for metallic parts can be divided into five steps: (1) raw material selection and feedstock mixture

(including palletization), (2) filament production (extrusion), (3) production of AM components using the filament extrusion

process, (4) debinding, and (5) sintering.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) processes, commonly called 3D printing, are receiving the attention of several industries.

These processes allow layer-by-layer construction of complex and customized shaped parts from engineering materials

directly from design, without using expensive tooling . To accomplish the AM potential, continued research and

development on processes and equipment are essential to enable full manufacturing readiness and understanding of the

materials . AM processes in general, from laser to solid-state processes, can create complex shapes and components

from various materials, including plastics, metals, ceramics, and composites, like metal matrix composites (MMC),

functionally graded materials (FGM), high entropy alloys (HEA), and others . The beam (laser or electron)

powder processes are the most used technologies in metal AM. The pertinence and capabilities of this type of process are

widely demonstrated and recognized. Thus, this technology has emerged as challenging, since layer-by-layer

manufacturing with a heat source leads to columnar grain formation due to the directionality of heat extraction. This

microstructure has characteristics dissimilar from those of traditional processes; it usually reveals an anisotropy that

degrades mechanical strength in Z-axis directions (or with enhanced strength in the XY-axis), resulting in components that

can have unpredictable mechanical behavior, incompatible with parts that require stringent properties . The

metal AM processes require high-end and digital technology, like hardware, software, and procedures. They are an

intrinsic part of a new industrial paradigm to increase efficiency and productivity by ensuring sustainability and the

improvement of the circular economy .

Fused filament fabrication (FFF) is a material extrusion (MEX) process where material under a filament form is selectively

dispensed through a nozzle , and it is grouped inside the additive manufacturing (AM) solid-state processes ,

where applying debinding and sintering is required. FFF uses a continuous feed of material or mixing of materials, a

mixture of metal powders with polymeric binder systems , which are melted and deposited layer-by-layer to build an

object . FFF is known for its cost-effectiveness and versatility, and is popular for many applications in the

automotive, aerospace, and healthcare industries, as well as consumer and markets in general , since it

allows the user to design, create, develop, and produce almost any product with design freedom, flexibility, and versatility

when compared to traditional manufacturing .

One of the mandatory requirements to achieve an effective layer joining in AM, independently of the selected technology,

is to have a proper combination of the feedstock (or raw) material and good energy delivery . As mentioned before, in

the FFF process, a filament composed of a binder system mixed with metal powder particles, which is fed through a

nozzle, is used to produce components according to the 3D model, and layered according to it; in the end, a green part is

achieved . Afterward, the steps of debinding and sintering treatments are required to create fully metallic parts.

The debinding is a critical stage in the production of FFF parts, in which the polymeric binder systems that have been

instrumental in holding the powders together are carefully and methodically removed, obtaining the densified brown parts.

To attain components with desired densities and structural integrity, the brown parts are sintered through controlled

heating, resulting in solid and dense structure components .
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2. The FFF Process for Metallic Materials

FFF has gained recognition as a potential substitute for laser or electron beam processes, mainly due to the easy process

and easy-to-use equipment, and smaller overall costs and reduced initial investment, creating new opportunities for

advancing metal AM technology . The flexibility and widespread accessibility of FFF highlight its utility in

various domains such as engineering, design, research, and art, allowing for the production of a diverse range of objects,

including prototypes, functional components, models, and intricate artistic sculptures .

FFF for metallic parts can be divided into five steps: (1) raw material selection and feedstock mixture (including

palletization), (2) filament production (extrusion), (3) production of AM components using the filament extrusion process,

(4) debinding, and (5) sintering. Figure 1 represents the schematics for these five steps of the FFF process.

Figure 1. Schematics of FFF for metallic filament feedstock: (1) filament production (including material selection and

mixing); (2) production of AM component (green part) using the filament extrusion process; (3) debinding (brown part); (4)

sintering, and; (5) sintered part.

The production of filaments for metal-based AM is a critical step in the process. It includes material selection and mixture

and the extrusion process into the form of the filament. The selection of appropriate materials, including metallic powders,

binders, and additives, is essential to producing successful parts. The filaments utilized in metal-based AM result from

feedstock extrusion, combining metallic powders and a polymer binder system in specific proportions, typically with 60%

metallic powders and 40% polymeric materials. The objective of this mixture, similar to metal hot embossing and metal

injection molding, is to distribute the metal powder evenly throughout the binder, preventing internal porosity and

agglomeration and resulting in a homogeneous biphasic mixture . The powder characteristics and

properties significantly impact the filaments’ rheological behavior during their manufacture and the FFF process. Ideally,

filament characterization should include results such as powder particle size distribution, powders morphology, density,

specific surface area, inter-particle interaction, thermo-gravimetric analysis, and differential scanning calorimetry 

. Filament production is a complex operation where the selected process parameters must suit the specific

compound and extrusion system used and preliminary optimized for each filament. The filament is usually extruded into a

spool. It must be pre-optimized to ensure the blend is homogeneous and has a consistent shape and diameter (usually

1.75 mm or 2.85 mm diameter). A suitable and practical FFF process requires the combination of an appropriate

feedstock and extrusion, which enables a stable and effective (and profitable) process . The core features for the FFF

process in metallic materials are the correct powder load and melt of the filament, adequate pressure to push the molten

material through the nozzle to enable a controlled extrusion in the correct coordinate (defined in slicing), and proper

bonding of the material extruded, which all create a solid structure .

There are other processes similar to FFF, which avoid the production of filaments that are being developed. Fused

granular fabrication (FGF), where it is possible to use pellets (or granulates) as feedstock  instead of

filament, offers several benefits, including a broader range of material options, lower costs, and reduced waste production.

However, using pellets also presents challenges, such as higher temperatures required to melt the pellets, more force

needed to push them through the nozzle, and limited availability of specific materials . Direct ink writing processes

(also known as material jetting (MJT)), where an ink with nanometric metal powder is used as feedstock, where the

droplets of the metallic ink are selectively deposited using piezo printing heads. Subsequent curing, often through

processes like sintering, solidifies the metal particles, layer-by-layer, to form the desired 3D object. This technology

enables the creation of intricate and customized metal components with a high level of precision, making it suitable for

various applications, including prototyping and functional part production . However, parts produced

with this technology have high porosity and insufficient cohesion between layers . Binder jetting (BJT) builds

components by selectively depositing a liquid binder (bonding agent) onto layers of metallic powder to join them. This
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process operates at ambient temperature, which mitigates thermally induced defects (common in other heat-dependent

AM methods), where the surrounding metal powder acts as both a structural component and temporary support,

eliminating the need for additional supports and minimizing waste. The process involves depositing a fine layer of metallic

powder onto a build platform, followed by the controlled application of binder through an inkjet printhead, resulting in a

uniform distribution achieved through capillary pressure and gravitational forces . Parts produced by binder jetting

also have internal porosity, which affects mechanical behavior; in particular, fatigue and fracture resistance can have a

very negative impact from this porosity .

In the realm of AM, particularly in FFF (and similar processes), a well-structured workflow is crucial for producing high-

quality FFF components, involving several key stages before production , including design (CAD), optimization

(design for AM–DfAM), simulation, and production preparation (using slicing software), as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. FFF workflow.

In the FFF process, common to various AM technologies, the initial phase involves designing components using CAD

software. Design for AM plays an important role since it explores the unique capabilities and constraints of AM

technologies, including lightweighting, complex geometries, and customization, to achieve specific structural and

functional objectives while minimizing material usage. The component undergoes a simulation phase through CAE to

assess its structural integrity, performance, and other critical factors. Once the 3D CAD model is completed, after design

optimization and simulation, the next step is to employ specific software to slice the model, defining the manufacturing

strategy, material deposition path, and production parameters (like layer thickness, the number of shells, pattern, raster

gap, and speed) . This transformation process, facilitated by slicer software, converts the CAD 3D model into a

sequence of paths defined by X, Y, and Z coordinates, forming the foundation for creating the 3D object layer-by-layer.

Each slice, essentially a 2D path, guides the nozzle in the manufacturing process to build the component, and collectively,

these slices culminate in the 3D object’s formation. Slicers are instrumental in optimizing and parameterizing various

properties, profoundly impacting the overall quality and surface finish of the final component . After

slicing, the production phase can be started, fabricating components according to the predefined paths and parameters.

The FFF equipment (schematics available in Figure 3) for polymer- or metal-based components is similar from an

equipment perspective. The feeding mechanism is positioned differently depending on whether the filament is metal- or

polymer-based. In the case of filaments constituted by binder systems and metal powder, which are fragile and prone to

breakage, the filament spool is usually located at the top of the machine and directly connected to the feed mechanism.

To avoid breakage, metallic filaments are fed vertically to the direct extrusion head and are typically used in a

temperature-controlled chamber during AM processes. When heated to a temperature range of 150 °C to 200 °C, the

filaments acquire a pseudo-plastic state enabling them to be fed into a hot nozzle. The material is then extruded through

an orifice diameter ranging from 0.25 mm to 1 mm . The material is deposited along the rasterizing paths

created in the slicing software. The software determines the deposition of successive layers along a predefined path to

create the desired geometry. FFF equipment may feature various heated die nozzles that enable the extrusion of different

materials, such as component material, a release layer, or soluble support material . The layer thickness and

infill pattern can also be modified to control object strength and weight. The resulting part from this process is called the

green part .
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Figure 3. Schematics of FFF equipment: (a) metallic spool, (b) metallic filament, (c) heated chamber, (d) extrusion screw,

(e) nozzle, (f) metal AM part, (g) build plate.

As mentioned earlier debinding and sintering are required to create fully metallic parts (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Schematics of debinding and sintering phenomenon.

Debinding optimization is contingent upon the attributes of the binder system and constituents. Multiple debinding

methods are available, such as solvent debinding, catalytic debinding, thermal debinding, or combining two or more

techniques . The debinding aims to eliminate the binder systems progressively, keeping the produced components’

shape . Obtaining proper components after debinding (brown parts) requires a gradual and stable binder removal to

avoid defects and shape loss . Poor debinding conditions can influence the components’ porosity since carbon

residues (resulting from polymer/binder residues) influence the sintering process, promoting bloating, blistering, surface

cracking, and large internal voids, which increases the difficulty of achieving a highly dense component . The process

of transforming the brown part into a fully dense metal component is sintering, where a heat treatment is applied to

transform the loosely bound metal powder particles into a bulk material. The temperature used in sintering is below the

melting point (between 70 and 90%) of the metal powder, or the major metallic component, to obtain solid components,

with all geometries created in the FFF process . In sintering, the combination of high temperature and high porosity of

the components, created by removing binders during debinding, promotes intense mass transport. As the sintering

temperature increases, the system progressively reduces surface energy, forming solid bonds (or necks) between the

metal powder particles; these bonds continue to grow by diffusion, thus, decreasing the porosity and densifying the

components, resulting in a shrinkage (linear) of components by around 20% . To optimize the sintering

parameters and enhance component consolidation, it is required to monitor the process through microstructural evaluation

and mechanical characterization .
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3. Manufacture and Design Considerations for FFF with Metallic Materials

Some specific design considerations must be taken to produce high-quality metallic parts using FFF technology. In fact,

compared to the FFF of polymeric materials, applying the process to metallic materials requires special concerns. Metallic

materials have different properties than polymers, such as higher melting points, thermal conductivity, and mechanical

strength . These properties can affect the part’s production process and final quality. Therefore, selecting a metallic

material suitable for FFF and understanding its properties is essential to optimize the manufacturing process .

Another consideration is the capabilities of the FFF equipment. They were designed to produce polymeric materials and

may not be suitable for metallic materials . It is essential to use equipment specifically designed for producing

metallic materials or one that can be modified to produce them . The adhesion to the build plate is also crucial when

using metallic materials since they tend to warp more than polymers due to their higher thermal conductivity. Therefore, it

is necessary to use a production plate surface that provides good adhesion and prevents warping. The build plates for

metallic materials include paper, glass, polyetherimide, and others. The layer height in FFF affects the surface finish and

the strength of the finished part. For metallic materials, it is recommended to use a layer height of less than 50% of the

nozzle diameter to ensure good adhesion between the layers and avoid delamination . Cooling is also essential since

metallic materials require adequate cooling during production to prevent overheating and warping. It is recommended to

use equipment with a cooling fan. Finally, after component production, metallic parts produced with FFF may require post-

processing to remove support structures, smooth the surface, and improve the part’s mechanical properties. Standard

post-processing techniques for metallic parts include sandblasting, polishing, and heat treatment. Regarding supports,

some equipment suppliers currently use a ceramic filament to enable an easier separation from parts; the ceramic

particles do not sinter due to the higher temperatures required for solid-state diffusion compared to metallic powders 

.

Unlike traditional manufacturing methods, AM technologies build parts layer-by-layer, using CAD data to create complex

geometries and intricate internal structures that would be impossible or difficult to produce with conventional

manufacturing methods. Regarding design, it does not make sense to design components as if they were produced with

the same principles as traditional manufacturing process structures. The customization potential for the FFF of metallic

materials significantly influences design considerations . Several methodologies come into play in any AM process to

optimize designs. DfAM is essential, focusing on the layer-by-layer approach, overhangs, and print orientation. Topology

optimization (TO) and generative design can generate structural sound and innovative designs . This is

complemented with the use of lattice structures, minimization of support structures, and consideration of anisotropy, which

are integral to the process . Material selection and heat management play fundamental roles, as does using

both CAD software tools and iterative prototyping. Simulation and analysis, along with continuous material and process

research, help ensure the success of FFF in metallic materials, making it an optimal solution for highly customized and

efficient designs . It is a worthy process, as it promptly enables the creation and simulation of thousands of designs

and the production of highly customized components with complex shapes .

The DfAM approach in the FFF process (similar to other AM processes) involves designing components with the specific

capabilities and constraints of the process in mind. DfAM enables the optimization of AM by leveraging its unique

capabilities to create printable designs that enhance performance, functionality, and efficiency, allowing the designers to

create parts optimized explicitly for AM processes, as shown in the optimized door handle in Figure 5 . It differs from

other design processes because it starts with an arbitrary formulation of an initial design concept and combines the

algorithms’ critical structures and variables transformed by the algorithms . It unlocks innovative design

possibilities and overcomes traditional manufacturing limitations.

Figure 5. Optimized door handle optimized using DfAM techniques.

DfAM processes entail unique considerations, depending on the process to be used. In direct energy deposition (DED), a

process that also uses a laser or electron beam as an energy source, designers must ensure proper cooling of the metal

parts during the build process to prevent distortion and minimize the use of support structures; in PBF, thorough selection

of powder material and consideration of layer thickness and build orientation is required . DfAM to the FFF process is

peculiar, takes in the limitations of the process, and considers these constraints like part of the design process,
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orientation, and overhangs, support structures for steep overhangs, wall thickness, part consolidation, and geometric

complexity . These limitations are common in AM processes and even more evident in FFF. DfAM practices are

commonly implemented through specialized software, which provides insights into printability, structural integrity, and

potential manufacturing issues, allowing designers to iterate and refine their models . DfAM incorporates

applicable requirements to address and solve the typical conflicts between design and engineering, allowing the creation

of parts with well-defined functional requirements to obtain lightweight components and optimized parts by combining

design and simulation tools . DfAM guidelines and best practices consider the unique characteristics and

limitations of AM processes, including the need for support structures, layer-by-layer build-up, and the choice of materials.

The FFF process allows the creation of cellular structures, such as porous and lattice designs, through precise control of

material deposition. Building these structures layer-by-layer, the FFF enables the infill density adjustments controlling

porosity, knowing there is a trade-off between structural integrity and the level of porosity. The choice of filament material

is also crucial, as it affects both the structure’s porosity and mechanical properties. Support structures may be needed to

prevent collapsing during production, debinding, and sintering, and their removal can pose challenges . AM lattice

structures have outperformed cellular structures produced by other manufacturing methods with equivalent porosity due to

the AM process’s greater geometric control and predictability . By optimizing parts for AM, companies can lower

production costs and turnaround times, resulting in faster product development cycles and increased competitiveness in

the market.

By adhering to DfAM guidelines, designers can create parts that perform better, cost less, and can be produced more

quickly than traditional manufacturing methods . With the continuous advancement of AM technology, the

importance of DfAM is set to increase even further. DfAM is a crucial aspect of modern manufacturing. Understanding this

is overwhelmingly important, as choosing the most suitable process for an intended component application is crucial in

AM. Considering factors such as material properties, production volume, lead time, cost, manufacturers, and the

constraints from the component requirements (like tolerances, dimensions, wall thickness, and relative density, among

others) can make informed decisions and optimize their AM for the specific needs. Stating this, understanding the

strengths and limitations of each AM technology is essential in selecting the most suitable one for the intended application

of the component.
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